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Retail soars in Q3




Sizeable Q3 rebound in retail volumes after a soft Q2. Core retail volumes also strong.
Generalised strengthening evident, with the major centres benefitting.
We don’t expect Q3 retail strength to be sustained, with the OCR to move lower next year.
Retail Sales
Total volumes (qoq)
yoy
Core volumes (qoq)
yoy
Total retail deflator (qoq)
yoy

Previous
0.2%
2.9%
0.3%
3.5%
0.5%
0.5%

Actual
1.6%
4.5%
1.8%
5.4%
-0.3%
-0.3%

Market
0.5%

ASB
0.8%
1.0%

Summary & implications
Q3 retail volumes were considerably stronger than the market consensus (+0.5% qoq) and our 0.8% qoq pick. Core
retail volumes were also strong, with annual and per-capita growth in retail and core volumes accelerating. Today’s
figures point to clear upside risk to our +0.4% qoq pick for Q3 GDP, with risks that the 50bps of OCR cuts we expect for
the first half of 2020 gets pushed back. We do not expect the pace of retail momentum to be sustained and believe
the OCR will need to move lower in 2020.

Details
Retail trade spending volumes surged 1.6% in Q3,
considerably stronger than the 0.5% qoq market consensus
and our 0.8% qoq pick. Core retail spending (excluding fuel
and vehicle-related) volumes managed a robust 1.8% quarterly
increase, the strongest quarterly increase since 2016Q2.
Annual spending volume growth picked up to 4.5% for total
and 5.4% for core retail, the highest since the December 2017
quarter. On a per-capita basis, retail volume growth
accelerated to 2.7%, the first time above its circa 2% per
annum historical average since late 2017. Annual growth in
total retail (4.2% yoy) and core values strengthened (+5.7%
yoy)
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Lower retail prices were supportive. Retail prices fell 0.3% in Q3
(-0.3% yoy), considerably lower than respective increases in consumer
prices (0.7% qoq, 1.5% yoy). The 1.4% rise in retail values in Q3 (4.2%
yoy) was slightly firmer than the 1.0% qoq increase in retail card
spending from the Electronic Card Transactions data. Strong retail
sales growth in Q3 was at odds with consumer sentiment measures,
which suggested a ho-hum pace of retail activity. It illustrates the risks
of relying on sentiment gauges to infer the pace of economic activity.
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Confidence
The increase in retail volumes was reasonably broad-based. Of the
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15 retail sub-groups, activity rose in 12. There was a lift in some
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sector volumes that had softened in Q2. Of note were sizeable
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increases in furniture, floor coverings (+5.1% qoq), and department
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store sales (+3.5% qoq). There was also a modest lift in hospitality
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retail (+1.4% qoq), which followed two weak quarters. Lower retail
borrowing costs and strengthening housing activity look
ANNUAL CHANGES IN NOMINAL RETAIL SPENDING
to have also supported increases for more consumer
Fuel
durables, with electrical and electronic goods volumes
Motor vehicle and parts
Food and beverage services
(4.4% qoq) also likely receiving a Rugby World Cup boost.
Accommodation
September 2019 year
However, some pockets – including specialised foods
Pharmaceuticals
10Y average
(-1.3% qoq) and non-store retail (-0.4% qoq) were weak.
Electrical and electronic goods
Apparel, personal accessories
The slowing tourism impulse likely contributed to a 1.4%
Recreational goods
qoq fall in accommodation volumes. The 1.7% qoq jump
Hardware, building, garden supplies
Furniture, houseware, textiles
in automobile volumes was not as strong as implied by
Department stores
surging vehicle registrations.
Non-store and Commission-based
Liquor Retailing

Viewing the increase in retail values showed that food and
Specialised Food
Supermarket
beverage services and supermarket sales have been the
Source: Statistics NZ, ASB
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clear winners over the last 12 months. Pockets of durable
retail look to have fared better over the last 12 months relative to decade averages, likely supported by the improving
housing market backdrop. With retail fuel volumes down for their second consecutive quarter and with fuel prices
below their late 2018 peaks, consumer spending on fuel over the last 12 months has been lower. This has freed up
funds for discretionary spending.
The regional data showed broad-based lifts, with improving signs
in the major centres. Sales growth in the North Island (+4.6% yoy)
has outpaced that in the South Island (+3.5% yoy) for the last 18
months. Of note, sales growth in Auckland (5.6% yoy) outpaced
that of most other North Island centres (Gisborne remained the
standout). Canterbury retail sales growth (3.7% yoy in Q3), also
outpaced that in other South Island centres for the first time in 18
months. Retail in provincial areas was patchy, with strong sales
growth in some areas (likely reflecting strong producer income
growth) but not in others.
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The retail trade figures are one of the earlier published inputs to
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GDP. Solid Q3 retail trade figures point to an acceleration in the
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pace of retail momentum (and possibly broader economic activity)
after a soft Q2. Risks to our 0.4% qoq Q3 GDP pick are clearly skewed to the upside, with the timing of the 50bps
OCR cuts we expect over the first half of 2020 delayed.
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Nevertheless, we do not expect Q3 strength in retail volumes
to be sustained. Wage growth has picked up, activity in the
housing market is springing to life, and consumers’ are feeling
more optimistic over their own situation. However, the housing
market backdrop is mixed, and the recent pick-up in some areas
is still in its infancy. Moreover, high household indebtedness,
the lack of a household saving buffer and moderating
population growth are likely to blunt the impact of higher house
prices on consumer spending, capping nationwide retail
spending growth. Without a solid consumption backbone, the
expansion in growth is likely to disappoint the RBNZ view. As a
result, the OCR looks set to move lower over 2020.
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Disclaimer
This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or
needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard
to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.
We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based
on the information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as
to accuracy, reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this
document are subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed
elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document.
Neither ASB nor any person involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or
any part of this document.
Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to
contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant
that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.
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